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PHYSICAL REVIEW D, VOLUME 61, 113005
Neutrino parameters, Abelian flavor symmetries, and charged lepton flavor violation

Jonathan L. Feng*
School of Natural Science, Institute for Advanced Study, Princeton, New Jersey 08540

Yosef Nir†

School of Natural Science, Institute for Advanced Study, Princeton, New Jersey 08540
and Department of Particle Physics, Weizmann Institute of Science, Rehovot 76100, Israel

Yael Shadmi‡

Department of Particle Physics, Weizmann Institute of Science, Rehovot 76100, Israel
~Received 22 November 1999; published 5 May 2000!

Neutrino masses and mixings have important implications for models of fermion masses, and, most directly,
for the charged lepton sector. We consider supersymmetric Abelian flavor models, where neutrino mass
parameters are related to those of charged leptons and sleptons. We show that processes such ast→mg, m
→eg and m-e conversion provide interesting probes. In particular, some existing models are excluded by
current bounds, while many others predict rates within reach of proposed near future experiments. We also
construct models in which the predicted rates for charged lepton flavor violation are below even the proposed
experimental sensitivities, but argue that such models necessarily involve loss of predictive power.

PACS number~s!: 14.60.Pq, 12.60.Jv, 13.35.2r
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I. INTRODUCTION

The most problematic aspect of the standard model is
unnaturally small ratio between the electroweak break
scale and the Planck scale, that is, the fine-tuning probl
Supersymmetry protects this ratio against radiative cor
tions. Another puzzling aspect of the standard model is
unexplained hierarchy in the fermion masses and mixin
that is, the flavor puzzle. Approximate horizontal symmetr
give rise to selection rules that can account for this hierarc
The framework of supersymmetric flavor models, which
combines these two extensions of the standard model, is
ticularly interesting because there is an interplay between
two ingredients. Supersymmetry affects the flavor para
eters since it requires the Yukawa parameters to be holom
phic. Horizontal symmetries affect the supersymmetry bre
ing parameters since these parameters are subjec
appropriate selection rules. One of the most attractive
tures of supersymmetric flavor models is that, as a resu
this interplay, the measured values of fermion masses
mixings have implications for supersymmetric contributio
to flavor changing neutral current processes. Convers
measurements of rare processes provide possibly strin
tests of models with horizontal symmetries.

Recent measurements of the fluxes of atmospheric@1# and
solar@2# neutrinos have added to our knowledge of neutr
parameters. The simplest interpretation of the experime
results concerning atmospheric neutrinos~AN! is in terms of
nm-nt oscillations, with the following central values for th
mass-squared difference and mixing angle:
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Dm23
2 ;231023 eV2, sin2 2u23;1. ~1.1!

The simplest interpretation of the experimental results c
cerning solar neutrinos~SN! is in terms ofne-nx (x5m or t!
oscillations, with one of the following sets of parameters:

Dm1x
2 @eV2# sin2 2u1x

MSW~SA! 531026 0.006

MSW~LA ! 231025 0.8

VO 8310211 0.8
~1.2!

Here MSW refers to Mikheyev-Smirnov-Wolfenstein matte
enhanced oscillations, VO refers to vacuum oscillations,
SA ~LA ! stands for a small~large! mixing angle. These neu
trino parameters, together with the masses of the char
leptons,

me.0.51 MeV, mm.106 MeV, mt.1777 MeV,
~1.3!

constrain model building with horizontal symmetries in t
lepton sector.

While any measurement of neutrino parameters provi
welcome guidance for attempts to explain the fermi
masses, the parameters of Eqs.~1.1! and ~1.2! are particu-
larly provocative. In the simplest realizations of models w
horizontal symmetries, states with large mixing must ha
similar masses. In contrast, Eqs.~1.1! and~1.2! suggest both
a large 2-3 mixing and a hierarchically suppressedm2 /m3
ratio in the neutrino sector.~Here we assume that the mas
squared differences are of order of the larger mass-squ
involved.! The experimental data has thus motivated ma
studies of extensions of, or alternatives to, the simplest m
els. The possibilities explored include the following.

~i! The neutrino masses arise from different sources.
example, in the framework of supersymmetry witho
,
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JONATHAN L. FENG, YOSEF NIR, AND YAEL SHADMI PHYSICAL REVIEW D61 113005
R-parity, the heaviest neutrino acquires its mass at tree l
while the lighter ones become massive only through lo
effects.

~ii ! Certain Yukawa couplings vanish because of ho
morphy ~‘‘holomorphic zeros’’!.

~iii ! The horizontal symmetry is discrete.
~iv! The horizontal symmetry is broken by two sma

breaking parameters of equal magnitude and oppo
charge.

~v! The hierarchy in masses is accidental.
While there are clearly many possibilities, most of the

models solve the ‘‘large mixing–large hierarchy’’ proble
in the following way: the neutrino mass hierarchy follow
from the structure of the neutrino mass matrix, while t
large mixing arises from diagonalizing the charged lep
mass matrix. With the standard model fermion content alo
this approach produces the desired neutrino properties
no other experimentally interesting implications. For e
ample, although the mixing of neutrinos induces, at the lo
level, flavor mixing in the charged leptons, it is at an uno
servably small level: for neutrino masses of 100 eV,B(m
→eg),10240 @3#.

When extended tosupersymmetricmodels, however, the
large mixing in the charged lepton mass matrix has profo
experimental implications. Supersymmetry introduces ad
tional scalars that are governed by the same horizontal s
metries. As we shall see, these scalars can induce cha
lepton flavor violation~LFV! at current experimental sens
tivities. For example, the large mixing angle suggested
AN implies a rate fort→mg that is typically close to the
present bound if slepton masses are around 100 GeV. T
the new results on neutrino parameters warrant a close an
sis of charged LFV in the context of supersymmetric flav
models.

At present, searches for charged LFV have yielded o
upper bounds. Among the most stringent are the bound
radiative decay@4,5,6#,

B~m→eg!<1.2310211,

B~t→eg!<2.731026, ~1.4!

B~t→mg!<1.131026,

and the bound onm-e conversion@7#,

s~m2Ti→e2Ti!

s~m2Ti→capture!
,6.1310213. ~1.5!

In the future, all of these sensitivities are likely to improv
Particularly promising are those involving muon decay a
conversion@8#: for example, a future experiment at PSI w
be sensitive toB(m→eg) at the 10214 level @9#, and the
MECO Collaboration has proposed an experiment to pr
m-e conversion down to 5310217, four orders of magnitude
beyond present sensitivities@10#. In models where LFV is
mediated dominantly by a photon, as in the supersymme
models discussed here, these rates are related by@11#
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s~m2Ti→e2Ti!

s~m2Ti→capture!
'0.003B~m→eg!. ~1.6!

In the following, for brevity, we present predictions for d
cay rates only, but it should be understood that the curr
bounds from and prospects form→eg andm2e conversion
are competitive.

The purpose of this work is to understand the implicatio
of the lepton flavor parameters of Eqs.~1.1!, ~1.2! and ~1.3!
for the lepton flavor changing processes of Eqs.~1.4! and
~1.5!. We focus on the framework of supersymmetric Ab
lian horizontal symmetries.~Similar issues have been inve
tigated within different supersymmetric flavor models
Refs. @12–14#.! Our work is closely related to that of Refs
@15,16# where the various classes of models of Abelian flav
symmetries that can accommodate Eqs.~1.1! and~1.2! were
presented. Here we analyze the consequences of t
classes of models for charged LFV. We will try to answer t
following three questions.

~i! Are any of the relevant flavor models excluded by t
upper bounds on lepton flavor changing processes?

~ii ! Are there generic~or, preferably, model-independen!
predictions for such processes in this framework that can
tested in the future?

~iii ! Is it possible to construct Abelian flavor models th
predict charged LFV far below even future sensitivities, a
if so, how complicated are these models?

Before we describe the details of our study, we emphas
that our basic, underlying assumption is that Abelian flav
symmetries determine the structure of both Yukawa c
plings and supersymmetry breaking parameters.~When we
discuss models in which there are additional ingredients
affect the hierarchy in the flavor parameters, such as mo
without R-parity, we will state so explicitly.! It could be,
however, that Abelian flavor symmetries determine the str
ture of the Yukawa couplings, but their effects on the sup
symmetry breaking parameters are screened. This is the
for example, if the slepton masses are dominated by la
universal contributions from renormalization group evo
tion. For squarks, the universal contribution from gaugi
masses could easily be dominant. For sleptons, however
effects are much weaker since here the renormalizatio
driven bya2 instead ofa3 @17,18#. A more likely case that
would lead to slepton mass universality is supersymme
breaking that is mediated at some low energy in a flav
blind way, as in gauge-mediated supersymmetry breaking
such cases, our study does not apply. In particular, when
state that various models in the literature are excluded,
base our statements on the above assumption. Most of t
models are still viable models of neutrino parameters if sl
ton masses are approximately universal.

II. GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS

A. Supersymmetric contributions to charged LFV

Supersymmetric models provide, in general, new sour
of flavor violation. These are most commonly analyzed
the basis in which the charged lepton mass matrix and
5-2
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gaugino vertices are diagonal. In this basis, the slep
masses are not necessarily flavor-diagonal and have the

l̃ M i* ~M
l̃

2
! i j

MNl̃ N j5~ l̃ Li* l̃ Rk* !S MLi j
2 Ail vd

Ajkvd MRkl
2 D S l̃ L j

l̃ Rl
D ,

~2.1!

whereM ,N5L,R label chirality, andi , j ,k,l 51,2,3 are gen-
erational indices.ML

2 andMR
2 are the supersymmetry brea

ing slepton masses. TheA parameters enter in the trilinea
scalar couplingsAi j fdl̃ Li l̃ R j* , where fd is the down-type
Higgs boson, andvd5^fd&. We neglect small flavor-
conserving terms involving tanb, the ratio of Higgs vacuum
expectation values.

In this basis, charged LFV takes place through one
more slepton mass insertion. Each mass insertion brings
it a factor ofd i j

MN[(M l̃
2) i j

MN/m̃2, wherem̃2 is the represen-
tative slepton mass scale. Physical processes therefore
strain
ike

io;

a
ea

to

g

m
r
e

;

n
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~d i j
MN!eff;max@d i j

MN ,d ik
M Pdk j

PN ,...,~ i↔ j !#. ~2.2!

For example,

~d12
LR!eff;max@A12vd /m̃2,ML1k

2 Ak2vd /m̃4,

A1kvdMRk2
2 /m̃4,...,~1↔2!]. ~2.3!

Note that contributions with two or more insertions may
less suppressed than those with only one.

In models with horizontal symmetries, Yukawa and s
persymmetry breaking parameters are ambiguous up toO(1)
factors. It is therefore sufficient to obtain order of magnitu
estimates for the supersymmetric contributions to radia
lepton decay. These have been analyzed in@19#. Normalizing
these results to the current bounds, we find
B~m→eg!

1.2310211;maxF S ~d12
LL!eff

2.031023D 2

, S ~d12
LR!eff

6.931027D 2G S 100 GeV

m̃ D 4

,

B~t→eg!

2.731026 ;maxF S ~d13
LL!eff

2.2 D 2

, S ~d13
LR!eff

1.331022D 2G S 100 GeV

m̃ D 4

, ~2.4!

B~t→mg!

1.131026 ;maxF S ~d23
LL!eff

1.4 D 2

, S ~d23
LR!eff

8.331023D 2G S 100 GeV

m̃ D 4

.
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Here, the lightest neutralino is assumed to be photino-l
and so bounds on (d i j

LL)eff apply also to (d i j
RR)eff . We have set

mg̃
2/m̃250.3. The bounds are fairly insensitive to this rat

for example, even formg̃
2/m̃251, the bounds ondLL anddLR

are only weakened by factors of;2 and 1.2, respectively
@19#.

Finally, we note that in the physical basis with diagon
charged lepton and slepton masses, flavor violation app
in the gaugino verticesKi j

MNg̃ l Mi l̃ N j* . ~Of course, left- and
right-handed sleptons mix; in our notation here, the slep
mass eigenstates are labeled by their dominant chirality.! The
mass insertion parameters are related to these mixing an
by (d i j

MN)eff;max@Kik
MPKjk

NP,(i↔j)#.

B. Models of Abelian flavor symmetries

We are interested in finding the relevant (d i j
MN)eff param-

eters in the framework of approximate Abelian flavor sy
metries. We have in mind theories with a spontaneously b
ken horizontal symmetry of one of the following thre
types: ~i! An anomalous U(1) symmetry where the
anomaly is cancelled by the Green-Schwarz mechanism~ii !
A discreteZn symmetry;~iii ! A nonanomalousU(1). The
details of these full high energy theories are not importa
,

l
rs

n

les

-
o-

t:

for our purposes, it is sufficient to consider low energy
fective theories with a horizontal symmetry that is explicit
broken by a small parameter. The three types of such mo
that we consider are, however, motivated by the high ene
theories described above. We define the models by the se
tion rules that apply to the low energy effective theory.

~i! A U(1) symmetry broken by a single breaking param
eter. We denote the breaking parameter byl and assign to it
a horizontal charge21. Then the following selection rule
apply.

~a! Terms in the superpotential that carry an integerU(1)
chargen>0 are suppressed byln. Terms withn,0 vanish
by holomorphy.

~b! Terms in the Ka¨hler potential that carry an intege
U(1) chargen are suppressed byl unu.

~ii ! A Zm symmetry broken by a single breaking param
eter. We denote the breaking parameter byl and assign to it
a horizontal charge21. Then the following selection rule
apply.

~a! Terms in the superpotential that carry an integerZm
chargen are suppressed byln(modm).

~b! Terms in the Ka¨hler potential that carry an integerZm

chargen are suppressed bylmin@unu,n(modm)#.
~iii ! A U(1) symmetry broken by two breaking param

eters. We denote the breaking parameters byl and l̄. They
5-3
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JONATHAN L. FENG, YOSEF NIR, AND YAEL SHADMI PHYSICAL REVIEW D61 113005
have equal magnitude,l5l̄, and carry opposite horizonta
charge,11 and21, respectively. Then the following selec
tion rules apply.

~a! Terms in the superpotential and in the Ka¨hler potential
that carry an integerU(1) chargen are suppressed byl unu.
In all cases, terms in both the superpotential and Ka¨hler po-
tential with noninteger horizontal charge vanish.

To be specific, we setl;0.2 and require that our mode
are consistent with Eqs.~1.1!, ~1.2! and ~1.3!, namely that
they give the following parametric suppression for the lep
flavor parameters:

V23
l ;1, V13

l &l, V12
l ;H 1 MSW~LA !, VO,

l2 MSW~SA!,
~2.5!

Dm12
2

Dm23
2 ;H l22l4 MSW,

l82l12 VO,
~2.6!

mt /^fd&;l321, mm /mt;l2, me /mm;l3.
~2.7!

In Eq. ~2.6!, we allow a large range for the VO option, sinc
when observables depend on a very high power ofl, the
sensitivity to the precise value of the breaking paramete
enhanced. In Eq.~2.7!, the range for the Yukawa coupling o
the tau corresponds to values of tanb between 1 andmt /mb .

C. A naive estimate

Before we analyze specific classes of models of Abe
flavor symmetries, let us introduce a naive estimate of
(d i j

MN)eff parameters in this framework. By ‘‘naive estimate
we mean that we make an order of magnitude estimat
models with the following features:~a! the horizontal sym-
metry is a singleU(1); ~b! the symmetry is broken by a
single parameter;~c! holomorphic zeros play no role;~d!
singlet neutrinos play no role.

We emphasize that such ‘‘naive models’’ cannot acco
modate the neutrino parameters of Eqs.~1.1! and ~1.2!. In
particular, as alluded to previously and as will become cle
such models cannot explain large mixings between st
with hierarchically different masses. Therefore, we sho
not expect that our naive predictions necessarily hold in
viable models. However, naive models and viable mod
often share several important features, and so it is a wo
while exercise to consider first the simpler case of na
models.

In this framework, we have the following order of ma
nitude estimates in the interaction basis, where the horizo
charges are well defined:

~Ml ! i j ;vdlH~Li !1H~ l̄ j !1H~fd!,

~M n! i j ;
vu

2

M
lH~Li !1H~L j !12H~fu!,

~ML
2! i j ;m̃2l uH~Li !2H~L j !u, ~2.8!
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~MR
2 ! i j ;m̃2l uH~ l̄ i !2H~ l̄ j !u,

Ai j ;m̃lH~Li !1H~ l̄ j !1H~fd!.

Here Li are lepton doublets andl̄ i are charged lepton sin
glets. The Higgs vacuum expectation values are denoted
vu andvd , andM is some large mass scale. Hypercharge a
Peccei-QuinnU(1) symmetries may be used to set t
charges of both Higgs bosons to zero, and we indeed do s
all the explicit models described below.1

From Eq.~2.8!, one can deduce the order of magnitude
the physical parameters. In particular, for the mixing ang
in the W6 couplings to neutrinos and charged leptonsVi j

l

@that is, the Maki-Nakagawa-Sakata~MNS! matrix @20## and
for the mixing angles in the photinog̃ couplings to charged
leptons and charged sleptons,Ki j

MN , we have

Vi j
l ;l uH~Li !2H~L j !u,

Ki j
LL;l uH~Li !2H~L j !u,

Ki j
RR;l uH~ l̄ i !2H~ l̄ j !u,

Ki j
LR;~vd /m̃!lH~Li !1H~ l̄ j !1H~fd!, ~2.9!

while for the fermion masses we have

m~ l i
6!;vdlH~Li !1H~ l̄ i !1H~fd!,

m~n i !;
vu

2

M
l2H~Li !12H~fu!. ~2.10!

Equations~2.9! and ~2.10! demonstrate in a clear wa
how the fermion flavor parameters~masses and mixing! are
related to the supersymmetric flavor violation. Explicitly, w
get

Ki j
LL;Vi j

l ,

Ki j
RR;

m~ l i
6!

m~ l j
6!Vi j

l ,

Ki j
LR;

m~ l j
6!Vi j

l

m̃
, where H~Li !.H~L j !

and H~ l̄ i !.H~ l̄ j !,

1Note, however, that the Peccei-Quinn symmetry is not a sym
try of the full theory. It is broken explicitly by them term. It is only
an accidental symmetry of the Yukawa sector, of theA-couplings
and of the slepton mass-squared terms. Shifts by the Peccei-Q
charge do not affect these sectors and we can use them for
purposes.
5-4
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K ji
LR;

m~ l i
6!

Vi j
l m̃

, where H~Li !.H~L j !

and H~ l̄ i !.H~ l̄ j !. ~2.11!

We can use Eqs.~1.1!, ~1.2! and ~1.3! to make naive
predictions for the relevant supersymmetric mixing angl
For thet→m transitions, we have

~d23
LL!eff;V23

l ;1,

~d23
LR!eff;

mtV23
l

m̃
;0.02S 100 GeV

m̃ D . ~2.12!

For them→e transitions, we have for both MSW~LA ! and
VO:

~d12
LL!eff;V12

l ;1,

~d12
LR!eff;

mmV12
l

m̃
;1023S 100 GeV

m̃ D , ~2.13!

and for MSW~SA!:

~d12
LL!eff;V12

l ;0.04,

~d12
LR!eff;

me

V12
l m̃

;1024S 100 GeV

m̃ D . ~2.14!

For thet→e transitions, we have for both MSW~LA ! and
VO:

~d13
LL!eff;V12

l V23
l ;1,

~d13
LR!eff;

mtV13
l

m̃
;0.02S 100 GeV

m̃ D , ~2.15!

and for MSW~SA!:

~d13
LL!eff;V12

l V23
l ;0.04,

~d13
LR!eff;

mtV13
l

m̃
;1023S 100 GeV

m̃ D . ~2.16!

We emphasize that the parameters of order one coul
accidentally large or small, leading to an incorrect ‘‘trans
tion’’ of the experimental numbers to powers ofl in Eqs.
~2.5!–~2.7!, or to deviations of the (d i j

MN)eff from the numeri-
cal estimates in Eqs.~2.12!–~2.16!. These ambiguities con
stitute a limitation to the predictive power of this framewor
We avoid, however, part of this ambiguity by presenting o
estimates of the (d i j

MN)eff parameters in Eqs.~2.12!–~2.16! in
terms of mixing angles and mass ratios rather than directl
powers ofl. Our point is that the parametric suppression
the slepton flavor parameters is the same as that of the
responding combinations of lepton flavor parameters. T
statement is independent of the parameters of order one

A comparison of the naive estimates of Eqs.~2.12!–~2.16!
with Eq. ~2.4! leads to the following conclusions.
11300
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~i! The MSW~LA ! and VO solutions of the solar neutrin
problem cannot be accommodated.

~ii ! The MSW~SA! can be accommodated if the slepto
are heavier thanO(500 GeV). The rate of them→eg decay
should be close to the present bound.

~iii ! The rate of thet→mg decay should be not far below
the present bound.~It is within one order of magnitude of the
present bound ifm̃&200 GeV, but falls like 1/m̃6 up to val-
ues ofm̃;350 GeV and like 1/m̃4 for higher values.!

As noted above, ‘‘naive models,’’ which obey the cond
tions a-d specified above, cannot accommodate the neut
parameters of Eqs.~1.1! and ~1.2!. In particular, the first
relation of Eq.~2.9! and the last of Eq.~2.10! require highly
mixed neutrinos to have similar masses. Note, however,
Eqs. ~2.12!–~2.16! relate the (d i j

MN)eff mixing angles to the
MNS mixing anglesVi j

l and charged lepton masses, but n
to the neutrino masses. Many of the viable extensions of
naive models modify Eq.~2.10! for the neutrino mass ratio
but not Eq.~2.9! for the mixing angles. Consequently, th
naive estimates remain valid in a large class of models.
such models, our analysis in this section gives the follow
important lessons.

~1! Models of MSW~LA ! or of VO where the naive pre
dictions for (d12

LL)eff and (d12
LR)eff hold are excluded.

~2! Both m→eg and t→mg decays provide interesting
probes of Abelian flavor symmetries. Thet→eg decay is, at
present, less sensitive to this type of new physics.

D. Pseudo-Dirac neutrinos

The AN data imply a large, maybe maximal mixing in th
23 subspace. The MSW~LA ! and VO solutions of the SN
problem require large mixing in the 12 space. It is an int
esting possibility then that two of the neutrinos form
pseudo-Dirac neutrino, which would yield close to maxim
mixing. This scenario becomes even more attractive in
framework of Abelian horizontal symmetries, because
symmetry could easily force two neutrinos into a pseud
Dirac structure@21#. Take, for example, a horizontalU(1)
symmetry where two lepton doublets carry opposite char
@andH(fu)50#. Then, the corresponding off-diagonal term
in the Majorana mass matrix carry noU(1) charge and are
therefore unsuppressed by the horizontal symmetry. The
agonal terms, on the other hand, carry horizontal charg
and are either suppressed or forbidden. To be specific,
H(L2)521 andH(L1)511. Then, in the 12 subspace,

M n;
vu

2

M S l2 1

1 0D , ~2.17!

yielding sin2 2u12
n .1.

In Ref. @16# it was argued, however, that in Abelian flavo
models that satisfy both Eqs.~1.1! and ~1.2!, the pseudo-
Dirac structure cannot apply to the 23 subspace. It can o
be relevant then to the 12 subspace, corresponding to e
the MSW ~LA ! or the VO solution of the SN problem.

The interesting point about the case wherene andnm form
a pseudo-Dirac neutrino is that the large mixing,V12

l ;1,
comes from the neutrino sector. It is therefore not necess
5-5
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that the charged lepton sector induce large 12 mixing.
fact, sinu 12

l !1 is unavoidable in models where a horizon
U(1) is broken by a single parameter and it is gene
~though not unavoidable! in models where the symmetry i
broken by two small parameters of opposite signs. The na
predictions of Eq.~2.13! are therefore avoided.

We learn that if, in the future, measurements of SN ma
a convincing case for a~close to! maximal mixing butm
→eg is not observed, then a pseudo-Dirac structure for
corresponding neutrinos induced by an Abelian flavor sy
metry can provide a very attractive explanation for this si
ation.

This statement is particularly relevant to the case of V
In the case of MSW~LA !, a truly maximal mixing is disfa-
vored ~see, e.g., the discussion in Ref.@22#!. If ne and nm
form a pseudo-Dirac neutrino, a sufficient deviation fro
maximal mixing can be induced by sinu 12

l :

sinu12
n 5&/2, sinu 12

l *0.3⇒sin2 2u12512O~0.1!.
~2.18!

However, in such a scenario, we have

~d12
LL!eff;0.3,

~d12
LR!eff;331024S 100 GeV

m̃ D . ~2.19!

Comparing Eqs.~2.19! and ~2.4!, we conclude that viable
MSW ~LA ! models with pseudo-Dirac structure in the 1
subspace requirem̃*1 TeV and are, therefore, disfavored.

III. SPECIFIC MODELS

The naive models discussed above cannot accommo
the neutrino parameters of Eqs.~1.1! and ~1.2!. In this sec-
tion, we survey specific supersymmetric models with Ab
lian flavor symmetries that have been constructed to acc
modate these parameters, and find their predictions for
lepton flavor violating decays~1.4!.

A. Accidental mass hierarchy

As mentioned above, the main problem in accommod
ing the neutrino parameters is to have simultaneously a la
mixing, V23

l ;1, and a large hierarchy,m2 /m3&0.1. In the
case of MSW solutions to the solar neutrino problem, ho
ever, the hierarchy is close to 0.1 and could be simply a
dental. By ‘‘accidental’’ we mean that the hierarchy does n
result from suppression by a small symmetry breaking
rameter. Instead, it is the result of an accidental cancella
between O(1) coefficients, e.g.,ac2b25O(0.1) with
a,b,c5O(1). Such models generically allow a situatio
whereL2 and L3 carry the same horizontal charge. In th
case, we have

~Ml !23/~Ml !33;1⇒~d23
LL!eff;1, ~d23

LR!eff

;0.02S 100 GeV

m̃ D , ~3.1!
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as in the naive prediction of Eq.~2.12!. Therefore, a generic
~though not an unavoidable! prediction of this class of mod
els is that, if charged slepton masses are not much hig
than 100 GeV,B(t→mg) should be close to the uppe
bound. As concernsB(m→eg), there is no generic predic
tion here.

Abelian flavor models of this type were constructed
Refs.@23, 24#. Equation~3.1! holds, indeed, in these model
The explicit models are constructed to accommodate
MSW ~SA! solution of the SN problem. They actually give
rather small value for the relevant mixing angle, that is,

~Ml !12/~Ml !22;l3⇒~d12
LL!eff;831023,

~d12
LR!eff;631024S 100 GeV

m̃ D . ~3.2!

@The naive estimates~2.14! hold in these models, except tha
the value ofV12 is smaller than what is implied by Eq.~1.2!.
The appropriate mixing in the charged current interaction
accidentally enhanced by about one order of magnitud#
These models are then viable, provided that slepton ma
are rather heavy,m̃*500 GeV.

B. Neutrino masses from different sources

Different neutrino masses could come from differe
sources, so that the mass hierarchy is determined not onl
the horizontal symmetry. In such a framework, neutrin
with the same horizontal charge, and therefore with la
mixing, may nevertheless have their masses hierarchic
separated. The problem of accommodating Eqs.~1.1! and
~1.2! is then solved. It is then generic~though, again, not
unavoidable! in these models that the horizontal charges
L2 andL3 are equal, leading to Eq.~3.1! and, consequently
to B(t→mg) close to the bound.

A framework where this is the case is that of supersy
metry without R-parity. The Abelian horizontal symmetr
could replaceR-parity in suppressing dangerous lepto
number violating couplings@25#. If the B andm terms are not
aligned, one neutrino acquires its mass at tree level by m
ing with neutralinos, while the other two acquire masses
the loop level. Explicit flavor models of this type were co
structed, for example, in Refs.@26,27,28#. Equation ~3.1!
holds in these models. The explicit models are constructe
accommodate the MSW~SA! solution of the SN problem
and Eq.~2.14! holds. ~Reference@27# assumes that super
symmetry breaking is gauge-mediated, in which case slep
masses are degenerate and the radiative lepton decay
highly suppressed.!

C. Seesaw enhancement

A neutrino mass could be enhanced beyond the naive
pectation by the seesaw mechanism. Singlet neutrinos
masses below the scale of horizontal symmetry break
could induce such an enhancement@15#. In such a framework
it is, again, possible thatL2 andL3 carry the same horizonta
charges. Consequently, the generic prediction is that of
~3.1!.
5-6
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The idea of seesaw enhancement was presented in
@22#. The horizontal symmetry is simplyLe-Lm-Lr . Under
this symmetry,H(L2)5H(L3)521 and, consequently, Eq
~2.12! holds.

Interestingly, the symmetry forces a pseudo-Dirac n
trino in the 12 subspace. The largeV12

l comes from the neu
trino sector. The 12 mixing in the charged lepton secto
parametrically suppressed but, when fitted to MSW~LA ! pa-
rameters, it is found that numerically the suppression is m
Equation~2.19! holds, so that the model is viable only fo
very high slepton masses,m̃*1 TeV.

Another model in Ref.@22#, within the class of seesaw
enhancement, is constructed to fit the MSW~SA! param-
eters. The naive predictions~2.12! and ~2.14! for, respec-
tively, (d23

MN)eff and (d12
MN)eff , are valid. This model require

then thatm̃*500 GeV.
A framework where a horizontalU(1) is combined with

anSU(5) grand unified theory is presented in Refs.@29,30#.
Here,H(L2)5H(L3) and the hierarchy of masses is induc
by seesaw enhancement. A large 23 mixing, as in Eq.~2.12!,
is predicted. As concerns the 12 mixing, the largest eff
comes fromd12

RR;l. These specific models are then al
only viable for very high slepton masses,m̃*1 TeV.

A framework where a horizontalU(1) is broken into an
exact lepton parity was presented in Ref.@31#. For the neu-
trino spectrum, the mechanism of seesaw enhancement
operation. In the specific model presented in@31#, H(L2)
5H(L3) and Eq. ~2.12! holds. While the model is con
structed to fit the MSW~SA! parameters, it hasH( l̄ 1)
5H( l̄ 2), leading to a surprisingly large 12 mixing,d12

RR

;1. This specific model is then excluded.

D. Holomorphic zeros

Holomorphy could induce a strong suppression of a n
trino mass ratio, compared to the naive estimate. T
mechanism was proposed and viable models were c
structed in Ref.@15#. In the models of Ref.@15#, singlet neu-
trinos play no role. Then, the mass matrix for the act
neutrinos in the 23 subspace is near-diagonal, and the l
23 mixing must arise from the charged lepton sector. Eq
tion ~2.12! then holds independently of the details of t
model, andt→mg may be near its current bound.

As concerns the SN problem, the structure of the neutr
mass matrix allows only a pseudo-Dirac structure in the
subspace. The predictions of Eq.~2.19! hold in the MSW
~LA ! case, requiringm̃*1 TeV for the model to be viable. In
the VO case, (d12

MN)eff could be very small and Eq.~2.14!
does not hold. In the specific example of Ref.@15#, (d12

LL)eff

;l4 andB(m→eg) is close to the bound only if the slepton
are light, that is,m̃;100 GeV.

E. Discrete symmetries

A discrete horizontal symmetry can lead to a large mix
simultaneously with large hierarchy by modifying the pred
tions of a continuous symmetry in one of the following thr
ways @15#: ~1! mass enhancement: (M n)33 is enhanced;~2!
mixing enhancement: (Ml 6)23 is enhanced;~3! seesaw sup-
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pressing light neutrino masses.

In the models of Ref.@15#, singlet neutrinos play no role
In the first two cases, the discrete symmetry induces sinu23

n

!1 and therefore the large AN mixing must arise in t
charged lepton sector. Consequently, Eq.~2.12! necessarily
holds. The third scenario is operative even in the case
H(L2)5H(L3). The generic~though, in this case, not un
avoidable! prediction is then again that Eq.~2.12! holds.

As concerns the 12 subspace, there is no generic pre
tion. The explicit models constructed in Ref.@15# include an
MSW ~SA! model where Eq.~2.14! holds and a VO mode
where Eq.~2.13! does not hold@(d12

LL)eff!1#.

F. Two breaking parameters

If a horizontal U(1) symmetry is broken by two sma
parameters of equal magnitude and opposite charge@32#,
then a large mixing angle could arise also forH(L2)
ÞH(L3), leading to hierarchical neutrino masses. Models
this type that accommodate Eqs.~1.1! and ~1.2! have been
constructed in Ref.@16#. In the models of@16#, the large
mixing in the 23 subspace is achieved by

uH~L2!1H~ l̄ 3!u5uH~L3!1H~ l̄ 3!u. ~3.3!

Then Eq.~3.1! holds with the resulting predictions forB(t
→mg).

As concerns the 12 subspace, there is again no gen
prediction. In one model of Ref.@16#, the VO solution is
accommodated using the same mechanism to induce
large 12 mixing as the 23 mixing, that is,uH(L1)1H( l̄ 2)u
5uH(L2)1H( l̄ 2)u. Consequently,

~Ml !12/~Ml !22;1⇒~d12
LL!eff;1, ~d12

LR!eff;1023.
~3.4!

In other words, the naive estimate of Eq.~2.13! holds and the
model is excluded.

In another model of Ref.@16#, the VO parameters are
related to a pseudo-Dirac structure in the 12 subspace.
charged lepton mass matrix is near-diagonal in the 12 s
space and, consequently, (d12

MN)eff is negligibly small.
To summarize this section: in all the models that ha

been proposed in the literature, the charged lepton sector
a large 23 mixing. Our naive estimate~2.12! holds. If m̃
;100 GeV, thenB(t→mg) is close to the upper bound.

On the other hand, there is a large variety of predictio
concerningB(m→eg). Some models are excluded becau
they predict this rate to be above the present bound by m
orders of magnitude. Others are viable only ifm̃*500 GeV
and predict that the rate of radiative muon decay is close
the bound. Finally, there are models in which the charg
lepton sector has a negligible 12 mixing, predictingB(m
→eg) well below the present bound.

IV. AVOIDING „d23
LL
…effÈ1

In our survey of the literature in the previous section, w
have only encountered models where the naive predict
5-7
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~2.12! hold and, therefore, if slepton masses are of order
GeV, the rate oft→mg is predicted to be close to the boun
This is not an accidental result.

~i! In many models,H(L2)5H(L3). Then, large (d23
LL)eff

is unavoidable.
~ii ! In many models, the hierarchy in the neutrino secto

closely related to a near-diagonal structure of the neut
mass matrix in the 23 subspace. Then the charged le
sector must account for the large 23 mixing and (d23

LL)eff;1
is unavoidable.

The second argument holds, however, only in mod
where singlet neutrinos play no role. More precisely, it
valid in models where the AN parameters are determined
the horizontal charges ofL2 ,L3 , l̄ 2 , l̄ 3 and the Higgs dou-
blets only.@In Ref. @16#, these models are called~2,0! mod-
els, where the first integer refers to the number of act
neutrinos, and the second to the number of sterile.# In such
models, the selection rules apply directly to the Majora
mass matrix of the active neutrinos, and it is easy to see
the neutrino mass matrix cannot give both large mixing a
hierarchically separated masses: Large 23 mixing would
quire (M n)23;(M n)33. Since an Abelian symmetry canno
relate the coefficients of order one, this then implies tha
the 23 subspace detMn;@(Mn)33#

2, and the two mass eigen
values are of the same order of magnitude.

As we will see below, however, if singlet neutrinos play
role in determining the light neutrino masses and mixings
is possible to obtain both large mixing and mass hierarch
from the neutrino matrix alone. In this case, there need
be large mixings in the charged lepton sector. We will fi
argue that the addition of singlet neutrinos by itself can
lead to a situation whereV23

l ;1 and (d23
LL)eff!1; an addi-

tional special ingredient, such as holomorphic zeros, is
quired. Then we give three examples of such models, e
related to a different framework presented in the previo
section. These illustrative examples are~2,2! models. In the
final subsection, we show that it is also possible to supp
(d23

LL)eff in three generation models. We first give a~3,3!
example. We then present a viable~3,0! model, that is, a
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model where singlet neutrinos play no role but the horizon
charge ofL1 affects the masses and/or mixing ofn2 andn3 .

A. Naive „3,3… models

We now argue that if we only modify our naive model
defined in Sec. II C, by the addition of singlet neutrinos, th
we cannot achieveV23

l ;1 and (d23
LL)eff!1. To be specific,

we consider a~3,3! model with the following features.
~a! The horizontal symmetry is a singleU(1).
~b! The symmetry is broken by a single parameterl

(21).
~c! There are three active and three singlet neutrinos.
~d! There are no holomorphic zeros in eitherM n

Dir or
M ns

Maj .

We denote the Majorana mass matrix for the light neu
nos byM n . It is given by

M n5M n
Dir~M ns

Maj!21~M n
Dir!T. ~4.1!

In Eq. ~2.8! we estimatedM n assuming that singlet neutrino
play no role. Here we will prove that the same estimate
plies also toM n of Eq. ~4.1! if the conditions~a!–~d! hold.

If there are no holomorphic zeros in the neutrino ma
matrices, then we have

~M ns

Maj! i j ;MlH~Ni !1H~Nj ! ~4.2!

and

~M n
Dir! i j ;vulH~Li !1H~Nj !1H~fu!. ~4.3!

We recall that for any nonsingular 333 matrix,

A5S a11 a12 a13

a21 a22 a23

a31 a32 a33

D , ~4.4!

we have
A215
1

detA S a22a332a23a32 a13a322a12a33 a12a232a13a22

a23a312a21a33 a11a332a13a31 a31a212a11a23

a21a322a22a31 a12a312a11a32 a11a222a12a21

D . ~4.5!
Eq.
Taking into account thatM ns

Maj is symmetric, Eqs.~4.2! and

~4.5! lead straightforwardly to@33#

@~M ns

Maj!21# i j ;@~M ns

Maj! i j #
21;

1

M
l2H~Ni !2H~Nj !.

~4.6!

From Eqs.~4.1!, ~4.3! and ~4.6!, we find
~M n! i j ;
vu

2

M
lH~Li !1H~L j !12H~fu!. ~4.7!

We find then that indeed Eq.~2.8! holds for this case in
spite of the presence of singlet neutrinos. As a result of
~4.7!, we have

sinu23
n ;1⇒H~L2!5H~L3!. ~4.8!
5-8
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Consequently, sinu 23
l ;1 is unavoidable, leading to (d23

LL)eff

;1. We conclude that, to suppress (d23
LL)eff , the naive models

have to be modified beyond the addition of singlet neutrin
It is important to note that our proof here applies for a

number of singlet neutrinos. This is straightforward to s
using the generalization of Eq.~4.5! to anns3ns matrix.

B. Holomorphic zeros

We now consider again models with a horizontalU(1)1
3U(1)2 symmetry, where each of theU(1) factors is bro-
ken by a single small parameter,e1(21,0);lm and e2(0,
21);ln. In such models, neutrino mass matrices with
erarchical masses~and weak mixing! are easily achieved i
H1(L2)ÞH1(L3) and H2(L2)ÞH2(L3). If in addition L2
andL3 have equal effective horizontal charge,

Heff~L2!5Heff~L3!, ~Heff5mH11nH2!, ~4.9!

large 23 mixing in the charged lepton matrix can also
arranged. In Ref.@15#, this mechanism was employed in th
framework of ~2,0! models. Such models then satisfy th
condition of large mixing and large hierarchy in the 23 ne
trino sector, but, as discussed above, also predictt→mg
rates near the present bound.

We now consider (2,ns>2) models, that is, models wher
the charges of at least two singlet neutrinos do affect the
parameters. In this case, the light neutrino mass matrix
the form of Eq.~4.1!. We would like to obtain both large
mixing and large hierarchy from the neutrino matrix alon
The exact conditions for this to hold are complicated, bu
is easy to show that a sufficient condition is

~M n
Dir!23;~M n

Dir!33@all other entries ofM n
Dir ,

~M ns

Maj!33
21@all other entries of~M ns

Maj!21.

~4.10!

To reduce mixing in the charged lepton matrix, we may u
holomorphy to produce

~Ml 6!2350, ~Ml 6!33Þ0. ~4.11!

As an example of how this mechanism works, we n
present an explicit~2,2! model. We takem5n51, that is
e1;e2;l, and assign the following set of charges for t
lepton fields:

L2~21,0!, L3~22,1!, N2~0,0!, N3~2,0!, l̄ 2~1,5!,

l̄ 3~5,21!. ~4.12!

The 232 mass matrices in the 23 subspace have the foll
ing forms:

M n
Dir;vuS 0 l

0 l
D , M ns

Maj;M S 1 l2

l2 l4D ,

Ml 6;vdS l5 0

0 l3D . ~4.13!
11300
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These matrices satisfy the conditions of Eqs.~4.10! and
~4.11!. For the mass ratios and mixing, we get the followi
estimates:

m~n2!/m~n3!50, m~ l 2
6!/m~ l 3

6!;l2, V23
l ;1.

~4.14!

~The vanishing neutrino mass will be lifted when the fir
generation is incorporated.! Note that the charged lepto
mass matrix is diagonal in the 23 subspace, and so the
trino mixing is generated completely by the neutrino ma
matrix. Equation~4.13! leads to

~d23
LL!eff;l2, ~4.15!

andB(t→mg) well below the bound.

C. Discrete symmetries

In models with a discreteZp3U(1) symmetry, it is pos-
sible to enhance a light neutrino mass eigenvalue if som
the entries in the neutrino mass matrix are larger than t
would-be value if the symmetry were continuous. In R
@15#, this mechanism was employed in the framework
~2,0! models to build viable models of neutrino paramete
where the large mixing must come from the charged lep
sector.

In (2,ns>2) models one can also use the mechanism
discrete symmetries to induceV23

l ;1 from the neutrino mass
matrix and not from the charged lepton mass matrix. In p
ticular, we can arrange for the conditions of Eq.~4.10! to
hold again for the neutrino mass matrix, while arranging
the discrete symmetry to produce

~Ml 6!23!~Ml 6!33. ~4.16!

As an example, we now present an explicit~2,2! model.
We take p55, that is aZ53U(1) symmetry, andm5n
51. We assign the following set of charges for the lept
fields:

L2~3,1!, L3~4,0!, N2~0,0!, N3~2,0!, l̄ 2~2,4!, l̄ 3~1,3!.
~4.17!

The 232 mass matrices in the 23 subspace have the foll
ing forms:

M n
Dir;vuS l4 l

l4 l
D , M ns

Maj;M S 1 l2

l2 l4D ,

Ml 6;vdS l5 l8

l5 l3D , ~4.18!

again satisfying Eq.~4.10!. For the mass ratios and mixing
we get the following estimates:

m~n2!/m~n3!;l10, m~ l 2
6!/m~ l 3

6!;l2, V23
l ;1,

~4.19!
5-9
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where the source of the large neutrino mixing is the neutr
mass matrix. Note that Eq.~4.16! is satisfied, and Eq.~4.18!
leads to

~d23
LL!eff;l2 ~4.20!

andB(t→mg) well below the bound.

D. Two breaking parameters

Finally, we consider models in which a horizontalU(1)
symmetry is broken by two parameters of opposite cha
and equal magnitude@l(21) andl̄(11)#. In Ref. @16#, vi-
able models that employ this mechanism with the condit
~3.3! were constructed with large 23 mixing required to d
agonalize the charged lepton sector.

In (2,ns>2) models we can use the mechanism of t
breaking parameters to satisfy Eq.~4.10! by imposing

uH~L2!1H~N3!u5uH~L3!1H~N3!u. ~4.21!

To suppress mixing in the charged lepton sector, it is su
cient to note that in the generic caseH(N3)ÞH( l̄ 3), and so
Eq. ~3.3! does not hold and consequently also Eq.~4.16! is
satisfied.

As an example of how this mechanism works, we pres
an explicit ~2,2! model. We assign the following set o
charges for the lepton fields:

L2~21!, L3~23!, N2~0!, N3~2!, l̄ 2~24!, l̄ 3~6!.
~4.22!

The 232 mass matrices in the 23 subspace have the foll
ing forms:

M n
Dir;vuS l l

l3 l
D , M ns

Maj;M S 1 l2

l2 l4D ,

Ml 6;vdS l5 l5

l7 l3D . ~4.23!

The mass ratios and mixing are

m~n2!/m~n3!;l4, m~ l 2
6!/m~ l 3

6!;l2, V23
l ;1,

~4.24!

where again, theO(1) neutrino mixing is from the neutrino
mass matrix. Equation~4.23! leads to

~d23
LL!eff;l2, ~4.25!

andB(t→mg) well below the bound.

E. Three generation models

In the previous sections, we have constructed a variet
~2,2! examples. It is possible to extend these to~3,3! models
that fit both the AN and SN parameters and where the ra
tive charged lepton decays are suppressed. For examp
the two breaking parameter framework, if we assign char
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L1~11!, L2~23!, L3~21!, N1~0!, N2~0!, N3~12!,

l̄ 1~26!, l̄ 2~5!, l̄ 3~1!, ~4.26!

we findDm12
2 /Dm23

2 ;l8, V12
l ;1 andV23

l ;1, as appropriate
for the AN and for the VO solution of the SN. We also ha
Ve3!1, consistent with CHOOZ and AN, and contribution
to t→mg andm→eg well below bounds. We did not prove
however, that all the mechanisms discussed in this sec
can be extended to the three generation case, nor hav
shown that all three of the SN solutions can be accomm
dated in such models.

Finally, we note that it is possible to achieve the AN a
SN parameters~1.1! and ~1.2! together with a suppresse
(d23

LL)eff in models without singlet neutrinos but with th
horizontal charges of all three active neutrinos playing a r
in achieving the AN parameters.

We now give an explicit example of such a~3,0! model.
The horizontal symmetry isU(1), with two small breaking
parameters, similar to the previous subsection. We assign
following set of charges for the lepton fields:

L1~24!, L2~6!, L3~2!, l̄ 1~9!, l̄ 2~24!, l̄ 3~22!.
~4.27!

The 333 mass matrices have the following forms:

M na

Ma j;
vu

2

M S 8 l2 l2

l2 l12 l8

l2 l8 l4
D ,

Ml 6;vdS l5 l8 l6

l15 l2 l4

l11 l2 1
D . ~4.28!

For the mass ratios and mixing, we get the following es
mates:

Dm12
2 /Dm23

2 ;l4, m~ l 2
6!/m~ l l

6!;l2, V23
l ;1. ~4.29!

However, the mixing in the charged lepton matrix is su
pressed, with

~d23
LL!eff;l4, ~d23

RR!eff;l2, ~4.30!

andB(t→mg) well below the bound.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We have studied the predictions of supersymmetric A
lian flavor models for lepton flavor violating decays in vie
of measurements of neutrino mass and mixing parame
We have found no model-independent predictions, and so
unable to conclude that charged lepton flavor violating p
cesses provide unambiguous tests of this framework. H
ever, we can make the following interesting observations

~1! For models without singlet neutrinos, a generic p
diction is thatB(t→mg) is close to its current bound fo
5-10
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slepton masses of order 100 GeV and may be within reac
future experiments.

~2! Conversely, if slepton masses are found to be not
heavy and the upper bound onB(t→mg) becomes stronger
then typically rather complicated models, for example, th
constructed above involving singlet neutrinos in an essen
way, are required and the Abelian symmetry framewo
loses predictive power.

~3! Many models where the solar neutrino problem
solved by large mixing~either vacuum oscillations or larg
angle matter enhanced oscillations! are excluded or strongly
disfavored by current bounds onB(m→eg) and m-e con-
version.

~4! In models where the solar neutrino problem is solv
by small angle matter enhanced oscillations, current bou
on B(m→eg) and m-e conversion often already requir
slepton masses to be aboveO(500 GeV). In such models
large signals are predicted in future experiments sensitiv
m→eg and m-e conversion. Given the projected improv
ments of three to four orders of magnitude, such experime
are extremely interesting and promising.

~5! Conversely, if no signal appears in future experime
a

-
,

s

l

a

he
a

to
://
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,
K
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of
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to

ts
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probing m→eg and m-e conversion, many models will be
excluded, and the framework of Abelian horizontal symm
tries is again typically required to become rather baroque
of limited predictive power.

~6! If experiments favor the vacuum oscillations solutio
with near-maximal mixing, then Abelian flavor symmetrie
that lead to a pseudo-Dirac structure in the 12 subspac
the neutrino mass matrix provide an attractive explanatio
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